Carolyn Harding, Opposing HB 6

Nuclear energy has massive radioactive waste, released into the air and water, and when stored there are deadly results if it melts down, breaks down, and is exposed - Look at Fukushima - it's still not contained.

Solar and Wind energy is safer and cleaner - without the massive waste.

Ohio State lawmakers are pushing ALEC’s agenda - Not the Peoples!

Climate disruption and ecological devastation is here.

Ohio People Want Sustainable, Renewable Energy!

Stop funding the polluters - Nuclear, Oil, Gas, Coal.

Put our TAX Dollars into clean energy education, training, equipment and facilities.

We, the People want a livable Planet to leave to our children and their children’s children for more than seven generations to come.

We, the People of Ohio, Will Hold You Accountable if you Choose Polluting Energy over Renewable, Sustainable, Restorative energy.

Vote NO on HB6